Down the rusty rails
under the dusty rank grass:
a white butterfly.

Up the rusty rails

Over rusty rails
under the dusty rank grass

Under rank grass
over rusty rails

The flag-draped casket
suspended above the grave

The flag-drapes

The flag-draped casket

Under the rainbow
over the open grave —
the flag-draped casket.

Under the rainbow
over the golden maples —
the half-masted flag.

Under the rainbow
over the flag-draped casket

Under the rainbow
over the suspension bridge —
a gliding seagull.

The flag-draped casket
and the cloud peaks beyond

The weeping willow
and the cloud peak beyond
supporting the moon.

Under the rainbow
over the cemetery —
the half-masted flag.
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The smoky rain
erases the city skyline
beyond the graveyard.

The linden branch
beneath the eaves...a sparrow
picking lice from leaves

High in the hollow
of the oak tree, a great horned owl
hoots and blinks and eye

A large flock of crows
darkening the icy dawn

The fork in the road...
a highway to the city -

The fork in the road:
a new highway - and the path
of broken glass.

The cold whistling wind
beneath the eaves...a squirrel
curled up on oak leaves.

Down the narrow path
through the rank grass

Down the rusty rails
through the rank grass

Down the rusty rails
through the dusty rank grass

Down the rusty rails
through the dusty rank grass:
sails a butterfly.

Down the rusty rails
through the dusty rank grass:
a white butterfly.
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In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
With bare fist, butt and bayonet
Delta drove the enemy off

In the valley in the sunlight
Among the wounded and numbered dead

In the valley in the sunlight
Lies my little brother Larry

With a smile upon his face
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In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers
Through a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
Knifed, knuckled, butted and booted:
Delta drove the enemy off.

In the valley in the sunlight
Among the wounded and numbered dead
Corporal Virgilio
Lies with the last smile upon his face.

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers
Exploding mortars like the sun!
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Soon the rains washed the valley
Soon the grasses were fed

Soon the rains washed Happy Valley

Heavy rains washed the valley

Soon the rains cleansed the valley

They left the rains to cleanse the valley

The heavy rains cleansed the valley
Only grass, not a trace of blood

The heavy rains cleansed the valley:
Only grass, no trace of bloodshed.

Then heavy rains cleansed the valley
Leaving grass, no trace of bloodshed

tips of grass

Then heavy rains cleansed the valley,
And fed the grasses with bloodshed.
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Suicide Waves at Night

July 24, 1967, 25 miles south of Da Nang

There was no light to strike the knife
Except the flash of mortars;
There was no light to watch the life
Ebb from fallen friend or foe -
Only kill-cr-be-killed orders:
All the bayonet need know.

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
by the Cong - exploding mortars
almost killed everyone.
In the valley in the darkness
Company D finally won
But many lay dead
And my brother was one

There was no light to strike the knife
Except the flash of mortars
Only kill-cr-be-killed orders
All the bayonet need know.

In the Valley

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By the Cong outnumbered by Cong
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In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By Cong outnumbered by sapers

In the Valley

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of Cong... human grenades

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of sapers

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of Cong

Would have killed everyone

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of Cong

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of human grenades
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In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
Fought off waves of sapers

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By sudden waves of sapers
Surging through a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By waves of sapers...grenades
Mortars would have killed everyone

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By sudden waves of sapers
Screaming through a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By sudden waves of sapers
that surged through a mortar barrage
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Suicide Waves at Night

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers
Through a grenade and mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Delta outnumbered fought hand-to-hand

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers
intense
Behind a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Outnumbered Delta fought hand-to-hand
Brave Delta fiercely fought hand-to-hand
With bayonets and rifle butts
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In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sappers
Behind a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sappers
Through an intense mortar barrage.

In the valley in the darkness
Delta outnumbered fought hand-to-hand
Brave Delta fought
With bayonets and rifle butts

In the valley in the darkness
Brave Delta outnumbered fought

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sappers
Following a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sappers
Through a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
Brave Delta drove the enemy off
With bayonets and rifle butts

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
Brave Delta

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
Brave Delta drove the enemy off
Brave Delta with bayonets and fists
Drove the suicide soldiers off.
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In the valley in the darkness
Company D was overrun
By a sudden wave of sapers
Through a mortar barrage

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
Brave Delta with bayonets and fists
Drove the suicide soldiers off

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
with bare fists, butts and bayonets

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, using fists

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, flying fists
Boots, butts and bayonets

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, bare fist, butt and bayonet
Delta drove the enemy off

In the valley in the darkness
Though outnumbered 5 - 1, Delta
with bare fist, butt and bayonet
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The village square:
a half-masted flag shadows
the defaced monument.

The deserted playground
at dusk... a white butterfly
in and out the swings

The distant train -

The distant whistle -
an old hobo stops stirring
the pot of stew.

The deserted playground
at dusk... a white butterfly
perches on a swing.

The city playground

A
The distant whistle -
an old hobo by the fire
stops stirring the stew.

The city playground

a pile of leaves... children
playing tug of war

The distant train -

The distant whistle -
an old hobo stops stirring
a pot of hot stew.

The city playground

The deserted playground
at dusk... a white butterfly
perches on the swing.
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The tenement steps
an empty whiskey bottle
filling up with rain

The subway steps:
an empty wine bottle
sounding the rain.

The stagnant pond:
an old snapping turtle
sunning on a log

The stagnant pond:
a tiny turtle sunning
on a half-sunken log.

The hut in the woods:
an old hobo by the fire
cocks a pot of stew.

The hut in the woods:
an old hobo by the fire
stirs a pot of stew.

The stagnant pond:
a tiny turtle sunning
on a sunken log.

The old outhouse door swings open,
and spring wind thumbs through a catalogue.

The outhouse door
swings open - spring wind
thumbs through a catalogue
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The outhouse door
swings open - and spring wind
thumbs through a catalogue.

The deserted playground
swept by the autumn wind

The deserted playground

The village park
fireflies...a child
playing after dark

The village park
after dark

The village park
a half-masted flag shadows
the memorial

The city playgrounds
black, yellow and white children
playing tug of war.

The village park:
a half-masted flag shadows
the defaced monument.

The village park:
a half-masted flag shadows
the defaced monument.

The village park:
a half-masted flag shadows
an old monument.
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The trace of a leaf etched in the wet sidewalk: unknown initials.

The trace of a leaf etched in the wet sidewalk: initials unknown

The trace of an oak leaf etched in the wet cement: unknown initials

The high school steps a lost slide rule stuck in the snow measures the depth
The high school steps measuring the depth of the snow a lost slide rule

The high school steps a fallen slide

The high school steps: an old slide rule measures the depth of the snow.

The high school steps a lost slide rule measures the depth of the snow.
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In the shadow of the pine
In the shallows of the lake

In the ocean
beyond the city dump
suddenly the sun

On the horizon,
beyond the city dump,
suddenly the sun.

The city dump
a rat lapping rain

The city dump
a rat lapping stagnant rain
from a tin can

The city dump
steaming in the sun...a rat
laps stagnant rain

The city dump
in the moonlight...a rat
lapping rain water.

The city dump
a rat in a tin can
lapping rain

The city dump
steaming in the sun...a rat
lapping stagnant rain.
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The first snow of the year
through the hole in my shoe

The high school steps

The linden tree
shading the walk

Beneath the linded
Beneath the linden,
a prostrate squirrel panting
on the shady walk.

The high school steps
covered with snow

The hilltop snowman
beheaded by the windstorm,
melts in the morning sun

The old empty house
with a shutter swung open,
echoes the moonlight.

The snowy backyard
a child knocks off the tophat
off the garbage can.

The snowy backyard:
a child knocks off the tophat
of the garbage can.

The hilltop snowman
beheaded by the inwd
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The ghetto street
a child playing stick ball
falls on broken glass

The ghetto street:
a boy playing stick ball
steps on broken glass.

The ghetto street
glistening with broken glass

The ghetto street
littered with broken glass:

The ghettos

The snowy border:

sentries...a barricade
stops the wind-blown news.

The snowy border:
sentries...a barricade stops
a wind-blown newspaper

The snowy border:
sentries - and a barricade
stops the wind-blown news.

The snowy border:
a wind-blown newspaper stopped
at the barricade.
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Christmas morning
mother and father lourns

Christmas morning
mother and father mourns
little brother

Christmas morning
snow...mother and father
clears little brother's stone

The bright morning sun
looking down the rifle barrel,
dazzles the assassin.

The bright morning sun
looking down the rifle barrel
blinds the assassin.

The morning sun
emerging from amurky cloud
blinds the assassin.

A sprouting scarecrow
springing from the dunghill
a twig of roses

A sprouting scarecrow
springing from the dunghill:
a tiny toad.
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The snowy border
a barricade keeps the wind
from spreading the news.

From under the mask
a barricade keeps the wind
drifting on the rain puddle
the autumn moon

The snowy border:
a barricade keeps the wind
from spreading the news.

A water lily
opening on the pond:
the morning wind

On the icy wire
a row of silent doves
dripping in the sun

The wind-swept market
an empty shopping cart rolls
on the parking lot
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One two three four kittens cry
In the clothespin bag up high
One two three four kittens ride
Up and down the line they glide

In the town square

The village park

In the middle
of the village park. the flag
shadows the snow

Under the rainbow
over the village park
ripples the flag.

In the middle of the village
In the middle of the park
Stands a tall metal flag pole
The flag taken down after dark
Reaching up into the dark

Near the flagpole in the shadows
Stands a war memorial
Stands a memorial plaque
With the names who

Near the flagpole in the shadows
stands a plaque with the names of those

Near the flagpole in the shadows
Stands a memorial plaque
With the names of those who served
And the boys who never came back.
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A single raindrop ripples the moon,
and wrinkles the young girl's face

Distant leafless trees
and the afterglow beyond
hems the horizon

Nothing but snow
untrodden and shadowless
tinged with afterglow.
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The snowy graveyard:
mother and father clear
little brother's stone.

Stooping in the snow,
mother and father clear
little brother's stone.

Near the snowy mound

Near the snowy mound,
mother and father clear
little brother's stone

Over the snowy corn field

The snowy corn field
a scarecrow

Beneath the deep snow

Under the crescent moon,
over the snowy pine tree,
a huge flapping crow.

Under the crescent moon,
over the boats in the bay

Under the crescent moon
over the drifting canoe

Under the crescent moon,
over the snowy pine tree,
a flapping crow.
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The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud,
awakens the child.

The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud,
enlightens the child.

The autumn moon -
the old storyteller
enlightens the child.

A blue jay
perched on the snowy limb
screams at the evening sun.

A ruffled blue jay
perched on the snowy limb,
screams at the evening sun.

Beneath the linden,
at nightfall...a lone firefly:
little brother...

The bare linden tree
flexing its snowy limbs
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enough
enough arms
enough hands
enough legs
thighs
link
Da Nang
to Saigon

Enough arms
Enough hands
Enough legs

Da Nang
and Saigon

Bodies
end
to end
from
the DMZ
to the Mekong
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